
Signature:  North-East-South-Center

Feminine/Masculine Balance: 3/3
Feminine numbers are overall tougher, more tenacious, and enduring but they lack the 
masculine energy of spontaneity. Masculine numbers have an immediate and 
noticeable effect, but their impact doesnʼt last long.

Cardinal Points

The North represents the end of the old and the beginning of the new. Numbers in the 
North bring with them the vibrations that allow you to be heard. They impart charisma, 
flare, willpower, assertiveness and endurance. They assist in showcasing talents, 
knowledge and experience to others through you; people will listen to you and they will 
benefit from your ability to build bridges among them by working with the influences of 
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these numbers. The numbers of the North also enable you to reach your goals, 
regardless of how difficult the journey. Giving up is not a natural option for you and you 
tend to see obstacles as a matter of fact of life, nothing else. 

Being ahead of your time, your ideas and the projects that inspire you may also be the 
root of your depression and loneliness as you wait for the world to understand the 
essence of your vision. You are not a follower by any means. Being a visionary, you find 
little joy in routine work or where others around you are doing the same work; you run 
the risk of becoming bored and depressed in such roles. Youʼll often find a calling in 
roles that allow you to teach so that you can reach those who are even at the farthest 
corners of the earth. Although you are able to, you will unlikely find joy in homemaking 
unless you are simultaneously contributing to someone elseʼs success. In this sense, 
people with numbers in the North often tend to play leading roles in life but sometimes 
their work goes completely unseen behind the stage.

You are cautioned that your mind will demand much from you under the influence of the 
numbers from the North. Unlike others, you thrive on engaging your mind with what you 
perceive as truth, wisdom, and all that is worthy of study; passive fads donʼt interest 
you, and neither do distractions. You wonʼt rest until you find answers, and you will not 
want to pursue the study of any topic unless you do it from beginning to end. Some may 
perceive this tendency to gorge on thoroughness and unwavering dedication as 
unnecessary and will want to hurry you along to get to the next exciting task. You, 
however, sometimes have a distaste for all things superfluous, unreflective, and 
distracting and will shy away from people who prefer self-numbing activities that distract 
them from getting on with their tasks in life.

The number one resonates strongly with the energies of knowledge and 
communication. People under the influence of this number are often 
unsatisfied with knowing just the basics; the exploration of truth in its 
entirety is what drives their ambition. When the numbers of the North appear 

in repetition, as they do in your case, these numbersʼ energies are unusually 
strong and their influence can result in manic depression, where you are high on life one 
day, and extremely low the next. The remedy: learning to practice patience as an 
antidote to your impatience with the drudgery of life.

The East reflects the energies of enthusiasm and joy that take root in the 
developmental stages of new ideas. Having an eight or a three in your personal code 
imparts you with the gift of intuitive sight; youʼre able to see through the fake, right 
through to the genuine and you have an intuitive knack for doing the right thing at the 
right time. Your ability to read people can be uncanny and you are able to foresee the 
consequences of decisions through to their conclusions before theyʼre even set in 
motion. This ability, which comes very hard for those without these numbers in their 
Codes, comes naturally to you. 

People with these numbers also have very special healing abilities. It is not only that 
you can sift through all the noise of the drama to see right into the heart of an ailment. 
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You have an organic understanding for the importance of treating the cause, not the 
symptom. You may have come up against quite a bit of resistance from those 
representing Western medicine as you tried to explain their misguided observations, but 
take heart that it is people of the East, like you, who will lead the return of holistic 
healing. Your gift for empathy and your ability to pursue a goal regardless of how 
challenging it is are your greatest powers. Youʼre not clouded by the need for instant 
success and you donʼt let opposition diminish your sense of purpose.

One of your main challenges is fighting avoidance. You see things so clearly, but 
somehow prefer to sit back and enjoy the beauty around you without taking action when 
your intuition guides you to change. This can often lead you to create situations in which 
youʼre surprised at unpleasant outcomes, even though all the signs telling you to take 
action to avoid it. The remedy: exercise your willpower.

The South resonates the liveliness needed to present ideas to others. People with the 
South represented in their Personal Codes share the qualities of charisma, curiosity and 
expressiveness. To put it quite simply, you donʼt have difficulty finding supporters for 
what you believe in, whether it be research findings, a philosophy or a way of life. 

You give others the impression that youʼre strong, but you may hold an inner fear that 
you wonʼt be able to fulfill your commitments and make good on your promises. You 
may have even developed a reputation of not following through on your word, but what 
people donʼt see is that this is often due to you taking on more than you can handle. 
Another inner struggle you face is the feeling that you havenʼt taken full advantage of 
your day. This may be a recurring thought you have at night right before you go to sleep. 

If you donʼt exhibit these qualities and you do have the South in your Personal Code, it 
could be very likely that you were suppressed by a stronger personality as a child, 
which stunted your personal development. (See the book for suggestions on how to tap 
into your inner self if this is the case.)

Having the two in your energetic signature makes you more prone to 
spontaneity than if you were only working with a seven. You approach 
things in a more determined, less enduring way as well.

The West embodies the organizational qualities inherent in the logistics process of 
birthing a vision.

The gift of the Center is that of stability. Emotional ups and downs are not part of your 
experience. You feel compelled to help, to nurture, and to give generously from a place 
of groundedness and calm. On the surface, there is a contradiction about this energy: 
you often experience strong homesickness, while at the same time fully knowing that 
you arenʼt tied to any one place in this world; you want to travel or even move to new 
locations as much as you can. People of the center tend to gravitate toward 
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philanthropic organizations or want to work in areas that help them give back to their 
communities in some other way, particularly if the community is worldwide.

One of the pitfalls of the people of the Center is being happy with helping others or  
being there for them without paying attention to whether itʼs actually helping the 
situation. In other words, you will justify to yourself that the good feeling you get from 
helping out means that youʼre doing a good thing, regardless of whether your intentions 
are beneficial, genuine, or unconditional. In this way, you may run the risk of robbing 
others of their right to independence and freedom to learn on their own, thus creating 
material or emotional dependence on you.

The energies of the zero are similar to those of the five, but in addition to 
your connection with nature and the earth, it integrates a little of all the 
other Numbers and Cardinal Points and leans more toward the spiritual 
than the natural senses. Having a double zero in your Personal Code is a 

big part of what accounts for your strong personality. Your friends know not to 
interfere with your chosen path; otherwise, they wonʼt stay your friends for very long.

Extremes of the Center…
Extremes of the Center manifest in various ways. An emphasis on moderation in daily 
life could lead to lethargy and could be a symptom of anxiety or of a lack of direction in 
life. Being a constant worrier or allowing others to continuously take advantage of you 
are other manifestations of this extreme. Wastefulness, absentmindedness, or 
dissatisfaction/impatience with yourself are other signs of an overactive Center. In these 
cases, avoid surrounding yourself with the color yellow (especially for your bed linens, 
walls and carpets), which could throw you into a dream state where youʼre easily 
distracted and feel uncertain about your direction.

Missing Stations

West: People with no westerly influence in their dates of birth can take solace in 
knowing that they donʼt have to struggle with the industriousness and relentlessness 
that holds such a firm grip on people with a strong influence from this Cardinal Point. If 
you struggle with learning math, accounting, finance, or any other numbers-based 
discipline, try wearing more white when you engage in your studies, surround yourself 
with as few colors other than white as possible, and open yourself up to embracing the 
energies of this very powerful set of numbers.
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